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Abstract— Mining valuable information from mass of data 

has developed an important application in many fields. Data 

mining procedures like clustering, combination work on this 

data and provide hard information for study. As these data 

are open through various networks into public field, privacy 

for the holders of the data is collective need. However 

privacy can be provided by hiding sensitive data, it will 

affect the data mining algorithms in knowledge abstraction, 

so an effective mechanism is required to provide privacy to 

the data and at the same time without disturbing the data 

mining algorithms. Augmented rotation-based transformation 

(ARBT) scheme utilizes linearity of transformation. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Data mining is capably applied to many fields like gathering 

in bioinformatics, suggestion rules in market basket 

analysis, classification in approval counting, time sequence 

analysis in financial decision supporting. However, the 

increasing power of computers management huge amount 

data and malicious usage made data mining a risk to privacy 

of individuals and companies. Data mining is important for 

efficiently learning knowledge. Privacy preserving data 

mining arise from the need for continue performing data 

mining efficiently but preserving private data or knowledge 

of individuals and companies. It is defined as data mining 

methods that use specialized approaches to protect against 

the discovery of private material may include anonymizing 

private data, distorting sensitive values, encoding data, or 

other means to ensure that sensitive data is protected. 

Privacy is important to protect people’s interests in 

competitive situations to avoid the harmful and harmful 

costs. People have the right to keep the aspects of their lives 

or Behavior private as personal information can be used in 

unethical ways causing much damage and humiliation. For 

example there are strong reasons to keep patient records 

private as the social humiliation attached to certain serious 

diseases can hurt the patient’s feelings and delay the 

treatment. These Concerns always come in way of quality 

data study as it prevents sincere research activities. PPDM is 

an area of data mining that works to protect the privacy in 

sensitive or confidential information from large collections 

of data. 

To achieve PPDM, the sensitive data is altered to 

some other form, where in privacy is preserved and at the 

same time, the Data Mining Algorithms like Clustering , 

Classification and Association rule mining can work 

successfully on this transformed data. Augmented Rotation-

Based Transformation, the data is divided into many 

subsets. The data is altered by repeated rotation in such a 

way the distance between the data rows are unchanged and 

it allows for clustering. The method can be used for iterative 

clustering with semi supervised active education. Though 

the data mining area itself is young compared to other areas, 

it utilizes smart and powerful algorithms which are adapted 

from other areas, mostly from the database systems research 

area. These smart algorithms are essential for understanding 

data and building models over it, which is a fundamental 

goal in many business intelligence related areas. For ethical 

and technical reasons, data providers who provide their data 

for data mining purposes are concerned that their data will 

not be used for breaching their privacy. For that reason, 

several privacy preserving data mining algorithms have been 

crafted since the initiation of privacy-preserving data mining 

studies 

II. RELATED WORKS 

Tianqing Zhu [2] proposed correlated differential privacy 

solution which enhances the privacy guarantee for a 

correlated dataset with less accuracy cost. Experimental 

results show the proposed solution outperforms traditional 

differential privacy in terms of Mean Square Error on large 

group of queries and it suggests that correlated differential 

privacy can successfully retain the utility while preserving 

the privacy. The correlated information can be modeled by 

functions or parameters that can be further defined as 

background information in the differential privacy 

mechanism. Records are often correlated in terms of certain 

relationships that are not obvious. A deep exploration of the 

relationship is necessary to understand which records are 

correlated and how they are interacting with others. To 

achieve a rigorous privacy guarantee, a large magnitude of 

noise has to be added, and this will significantly decrease 

the utility of the dataset. When the number of queries is 

large, the privacy budget has to be divided into many small 

parts, which increases the noise for each query. This 

problem is more serious in correlated datasets because the 

more queries that need to be answered, the more correlated 

records that will be involved, and the larger amounts of 

noise that will be introduced. 

In [3] introduce a family of geometric data 

transformation methods (GDTMs) that distort confidential 

numerical attributes in order to meet privacy protection in 

clustering analysis. We benefit from the work on image 

processing. Of particular interest is work on geometric 

transformation of digital images, notably the idea behind 

translation, scaling, and rotation. We also benefit from the 

work on statistical databases, particularly the intuition 

behind data distortion. We show that our transformation data 

methods are simple, independent of clustering algorithms, 

preserve the general features of the clusters, and have a 

sound mathematical foundation. Although our approach 

does not provide a comprehensive solution to the problem of 

privacy preservation in data mining, we argue that our 

approach is a simple building block toward privacy 
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preserving data clustering. To date, such schemata have not 

been explored in detail.  The methods based on the data 

perturbation approach fall into two main categories known 

as probability-distribution category and fixed-data 

perturbation category. In the probability-distribution 

category, the security-control method replaces the original 

database by another sample from the same distribution or by 

the distribution itself. On the other hand, the fixed-data 

perturbation methods discussed in the literature have been 

developed exclusively for either numerical data or 

categorical data. 

In [4], privacy preserving clustering is done and for 

privacy the private attribute is split to multiple secrets. The 

clustering algorithm is then customized to work on these 

secret shares. By mapping a single attribute to multiple 

secret shares, the privacy is preserved. But the computation 

overhead is high in this approach for computing distance 

every time, the share reassembling by secure function is 

needed. If the distance computation overhead can be 

reduced, this method would work well for clustering and 

classification. K-means clustering is one of the most widely 

used techniques for statistical data analysis. Researchers use 

cluster analysis to partition the general population of 

consumers into market segments and to better understand 

the relationships between different groups of 

consumers/potential customers. The shatter function that we 

choose allows efficient calculations using just the shares. 

That is, unlike Secure Multiparty Computation (SMC), the 

number of rounds of communication to implement an 

operation on secret shares is equivalent to that required in a 

non-secure implementation of the same operation. The 

advantage of this is that it significantly reduces the 

communication costs over the similar SMC based protocols, 

thus making privacy preserving clustering practical. 

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

Given composite data containing complex information, the 

solution must convert the data in such a way private and 

sensitive evidence are preserved. The level of privacy must 

also be fine-tuned. Only private and sensitive information 

must be converted retaining the statistical and correlation 

structure in the document intact. Augmented Rotation-Based 

Transformation [5], the data is divided into many subsets.  

The data is transformed by repeated rotation in 

such a way the coldness between the data rows are invariant 

and it allows for clustering. The approach can be used for 

iterative clustering with semi supervised active learning. In 

the context of data clustering, both privacy and data mining 

results are equally important criteria. In order to guarantee 

both criteria, several methods were introduced considering 

several potential applications   most noticeably, data 

perturbation. One of these perturbation methods is the RBT 

in which the data is transformed geometrically while 

preserving the distance between the data records to enable a 

distance-based data clustering with high accuracy that 

reflexes a minimal data loss when performing clustering. 

IV. ARCHITECTURE 

Given complicated data containing complex information, 

CBTS controls the subset of vectors connected to sensitive 

data and generates equivalent workings as substitutes. 

Correlation Matrix is computed using Pearson Coefficients. 

The relationship matrix is the fundamental in determining 

similarity among vectors, especially with the private vector. 

The matrix values are normalized value from 0 to 1. 0 

means no correlation and 1 means high correlation.  

Procedure of Augmented Rotation-Based 

Transformation contains three steps as follows: 

 Step 1: Initialization: Data is divided and 

transformation are generated as follows: 

Data owner with dataset A as a×n matrix divides A 

vertically into m block-matrices, where each has 

c=(n/m) records (where c>a). 

 Step 2: Data rotation and release: Each block-matrix is 

transformed independently and released to the miner. 

 Step 3: Further data release: Upon request, the data 

owner computes and releases parameters that make 

clustering on records that belong to two different 

subsets possible. 

 
Fig. 1: Architecture of Transformation method. 

It also tools several normalization procedures such 

as, z-norm, and min-max norm. It also includes different 

clustering approaches, including the k-mean clustering 

algorithm, k-nearest-neighbor clustering algorithm, and a 

modified k-mean grouping algorithm which is calculated 

specifically for the Augmented Rotation-Based 

Transformation scheme. 

In ARBT, in order to enable conventional 

clustering, merge different subsets as if they are transformed 

using a single transformation parameter. Therefore, the 

ARBT directly reduces m, which is an essential parameter 

for the degree of mitigation of the a priori-knowledge 

independent component analysis (AK-ICA) attack. That is, 

reducing m will directly reduce the mitigation of the AK-

ICA attack accomplished in MRBT. Both AK-ICA and 

MRBT are data-driven algorithms. For instance, the AKICA 

attack may work efficiently on data with Gaussian 

distribution while it works less efficiently on data with 

geometrical distribution. Also, the multiple rotation-based 

transformations (MRBT) can mitigate the AKICA attack 

greatly with smaller m for some data distributions while 

other distributions require larger m at the expense of data 

utility. Therefore, given a mitigation level of the AK-ICA to 

be achieved in the ARBT on a specific dataset, we can 

certainly compute and experimentally verify the minimum 

m and the maximum allowed number of data subsets to be 

merged in a single subset at average. 

One of the two subsets is changed in the further 

release step, both subsets are altered in the raw situation 

using a single rotation parameter. At the server side, while 

the ARBT reduces the overhead of clustering by since 

previously clustered subsets as initial clusters, the naive 

scenario necessitates clustering with initially empty clusters 

with more overhead. Augmented rotation-based 

transformation (ARBT) scheme that uses linearity of 

transformation. 
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The present work discovers for numerical data. Augmented 

Rotation-Based Transformation, the data is separated into 

many subsets. The data is altered by repeated rotation in 

such a way the distance between the data rows are invariant 

and it agrees for clustering. The method was able to remove 

the highly correlated sensitive data and transform the non-

correlated sensitive data. In future a more generic 

Correlation Based Transformation Strategy CBTS needs to 

be developed to report hard and ordered datasets. Private 

vector examples can be documented from the rich semi 

organized metadata and object associations in records but 

needs Semantic Transformation Strategies (STS) to 

rationally sense private vectors based on setting inputs from 

the DB administrator. STS with Generic CBTS can provide 

in future a basic way to anonymize and issue value data for 

creative mining. 
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